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THE FORMER PROPHETS—

HOW HISTORY
BECOMES
PROPHECY
The history recorded in the ‘former
prophets’ might be ancient, but the lessons
they carry are far more important today
than they were 3,000 years ago!

H

ow often have we heard that history repeats
itself? It does—time and time again.
The Hebrew Bible is divided into three main sections:
the law, the prophets and the psalms, or writings. The
prophets include what are classified as the major and minor
prophets. There also are the “former prophets,” comprised of
the biblical books of Joshua, Judges, 1 and 2 Samuel, and 1 and
2 Kings. These were originally just two books: Joshua-Judges
and the Book of Kings. They are all tied together; we need to
understand them individually and as one prophetic unit.
The former prophets record a broad sweep of history of
the nation of Israel—from the time the Israelites entered the
Promised Land under the leadership of Joshua until the two
parts of the divided kingdom, Israel and Judah, were conquered
and taken into captivity. There is a special message in all the
former prophets. They are mostly about history, but they are
called former prophets for good reason. The word former simply
means they are the earlier prophets. These books were written
by prophets and they are filled with end-time prophecy.
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These books show that if we live the same
lifestyles our forefathers did, we will attain
virtually the same results—good or bad.
The Jews today, and all people, can learn a lot
by studying the former prophets!
Consider the basic message in Joshua and Judges,
which is powerful and unique. When the nation
followed Joshua’s way—which was really the way of
Moses, which was really the way of God and His law—
things went well for Israel. The period of the judges,
when the nation rejected God and His laws and “every
man did that which was right in his own eyes,” shows
what happens when a nation abandons God.
The books of Joshua and Judges contain lessons
about success and failure.
The books of Samuel and Kings contain similar
relevant lessons. These books record the history of
David and Solomon, the two kings responsible for
uniting Israel and making it a regional superpower.
These two books reveal how a nation surrounded by
enemies can remain independent and safe. They reveal
how national unity is crucial to national security. They
contain powerful lessons on leadership and how leaders
determine the destiny of a nation.
Israel today has many enemies. Its politics are divisive
and unstable; the nation is divided, not just politically,
but ideologically and religiously. Israel’s government is
wracked with disputes; the nation’s leaders spend more
time competing than cooperating. In many ways, the
nation is making the same mistakes it made anciently.
This is why the people of Israel, especially the
nation’s leaders, need to study and understand the
former prophets!

Only History?

Many people believe the former prophets contain only
history. This would mean that these books have limited
value for us today. But this simply isn’t true. In fact,
this belief is destructive, because it discourages people
from looking to the Bible for guidance and it damages
people’s faith. There is far more to the former prophets
than just history.
Many authorities call history our most
effective teacher. There is a lot of truth to that
statement. Napoleon Bonaparte said if you want to be a
great general, you must study the great generals of the
past. That is good advice for us spiritually as well. Bible
history is the greatest history of all because it is God’s
history. We must learn about these spiritual warriors of
the past. We need to learn about Joshua and Samuel. We
2
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should understand why Saul failed even though he had
such a great opportunity. We must learn about David,
who has the greatest, longest biography in the Bible. We
need to know about Elijah and Elisha.
What were these powerful leaders all about? All this
incredible history is recorded in the former prophets.
It is ready for us to study and learn from. Of all people
on Earth, the Jewish people ought to be intensely
interested in these biblical books!
T h e fo r m e r p ro p h et s c o nta i n m a ny d i re c t
prophecies—pivotal prophecies that are especially for
this end time. Throughout these books we read about
the promised Messiah, for example. But the former
prophets also give us indirect prophecies. Of course
they record history, but it is history that in most cases
also becomes prophecy. Consider for example how
the state of religion in ancient Israel revealed the state
of the nation. If we have the same or similar religious
problems today, this is an indirect prophecy of what
is happening to the modern descendants of Israel and
Judah—the end-time nations of Israel and Judah, which
are primarily America, Britain and the Jewish state. (If
you have not proved this important truth, study our free
book The United States and Britain in Prophecy.)
These books show that if we live the same lifestyles
our forefathers did, we will attain virtually the same
results—good or bad. If we live like the people did
during the time of Joshua, we will experience the same
beautiful results. If we live like people lived during
the period of the judges, we will experience the same
horrific results! History becomes prophecy. Not
all prophecy is history, but a lot of history becomes
prophecy. History prophesies the fate of nations—
whether they will thrive or collapse!
Some commentaries say that the former prophets
descended partly from “oral tradition.” This is provably
false, and it is Bible criticism aimed at discrediting
these inspired scriptures and weakening people’s faith!
In this case “oral tradition” could be almost anything.
Only God’s Word, documented by the prophets of God,
can be fully relied upon.
God ensured that the material in the former
prophets was recorded and preserved mainly so we
could understand it during the time that leads directly
into the coming of the Messiah.
It took much intensive study by these biblical writers
to collect this invaluable instruction for our education!

This history isn’t simply oral tradition. In discussing
the book of Kings, the Cambridge Bible explains: “The
compiler specifies three sources from which his
narrative is drawn: 1) The Book of the Acts of Solomon
(1 Kings 11:41) as the authority for Solomon’s reign. 2) The
Book of the Chronicles of the Kings of Judah, which is
mentioned 15 times …. 3) The Book of the Chronicles of
the Kings of Israel, quoted 17 times” in Kings. The writers
and compilers of the former prophets had many written
sources—not just oral tradition. They had to deeply study
the prophetic books and the history of the prophets in
order to put it all together in the manner God wanted.
We can learn more about these three sources by
comparing the history in the former prophets with what
is recorded in the book of Chronicles. For example, the
Cambridge Bible notes, “The chronicler [the compiler of
Chronicles] adheres so closely to the language of Kings
throughout the history of Solomon that a comparison at
once convinces us that he drew his narrative from the
same documents as the earlier compiler,” referring to
The Book of the Acts of Solomon. But he actually lists his
sources in 2 Chronicles 9:29: “Now the rest of the acts of
Solomon, first and last, are they not written in the words
of Nathan the prophet, and in the prophecy of Ahijah
the Shilonite, and in the visions of Jedo [or Iddo] the seer
concerning Jeroboam the son of Nebat?” In other words,
this book about Solomon consisted of the writings of
these three prophets: Nathan, Ahijah and Iddo.
“‘The Book of the Acts of Solomon’ comprised three
works written by prophets contemporary with Solomon
and which embracing the whole period of his reign
were naturally soon gathered into one treatise and
called by one collective name” (ibid; emphasis mine).
Note that carefully: The sources used by the compiler
of the former prophets included The Book of the Acts
of Solomon, which relied on source material written
by prophets who were right there with Solomon!
God-inspired men gathered all this material together
to make a bigger book. That was then consulted in
composing the former prophets.
This process was much more thorough and
meticulous than just “oral tradition.” This history was
recorded in much the same way our historians
write history today. But there was
one vital difference: Their work was
also inspired by God!

The second of these three sources, The Book of the
Chronicles of the Kings of Judah, has a similar story.
The material it covers included the reign of Rehoboam
(1 Kings 14:29). Yet the source material for that history
cited in 2 Chronicles 12:15 includes “the histories of
Shemaiah the prophet and of Iddo the seer.” So Iddo
contributed to that volume as well. Do you know
anything about Iddo? We should—he was one of the
sources of the former prophets! (The word seer was
replaced by the word prophet.)
Later, God-inspired men combined those two books
about the history of the kings of Judah with others,
including some about the history of Israel’s kings (e.g.
1 Kings 14:19). “Now the rest of the acts of Jehoshaphat,
first and last, behold, they are written in the words of
Jehu the son of Hanani, who is inserted in the book of
the kings of Israel” (2 Chronicles 20:34). Here the book
is listed as “the kings of Israel,” but later it was changed
to the kings of Israel and Judah. Still more details of
the history were drawn from the writings of Isaiah and
other prophets of God.
These men labored over these writings, building
on previous records and manuscripts, because of how
important this history is! Clearly it was extremely
critical and meaningful to the righteous scholars of
ancient Israel! If only modern Israel valued it so highly!

History Recorded by Prophets

King David created offices to ensure this invaluable
history was recorded and preserved. “Now the acts of
David the king, first and last, behold, they are written
in the words of Samuel the seer, and in the words of
Nathan the prophet, and in the words of Gad the seer”
(1 Chronicles 29:29). The men who wrote the former
prophets and Chronicles were highly educated.
They knew their Bibles, and they knew God’s history
and prophecy. These prophets all recorded the
history of David. They kept the flame of David’s
throne shining brightly for any followers of God!
Education was of great importance in these former
prophets. Samuel, Elijah and Elisha were educated!
They all founded schools to educate others and to
disseminate that invaluable knowledge. Their schools
were small because most of the nation wasn’t following
the godly education. Still, that history—and even these
FORMER PROPHETS PAGE 19 u

It’s far more than history.
The former prophets contain vital guidance that you need in your life today and prophecy
that will illuminate your worldview. They were written for our time now. Request Gerald
Flurry’s free book The Former Prophets to learn about these crucial books in your Bible.
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‘AGAINST ALL
THE GODS
OF EGYPT’
God used the 10 plagues to send a powerful
message to Egypt and the Israelites—and to us.
By christopher eames

T

he 10 plagues of Egypt constitute one of the
strangest collections of miracles in the Bible.
Water turned to blood, legions of frogs, dust
turned to lice, boils—nowhere else in the Bible
do we see such a peculiar display of divine judgment.
Have you ever wondered why God sent such an
eclectic mix of plagues? And why He sent 10? He could
have easily crushed Egypt and freed the Israelites
through just one plague. Why didn’t God just intensify
plague number seven—the hail—and be done with it?
There is a fascinating reason why God performed so
many powerful and peculiar miracles. He didn’t send
the 10 plagues to merely free the Israelites or to punish
Egypt’s Pharaoh and his people. In Exodus 12:12, God
says, “[A]gainst all the gods of Egypt I will execute
judgments: I am the Lord.”
Egypt at the time was the world’s dominant power,
and it possessed one of the most widespread, complex
and ancient religions on Earth. God used the plagues
to warn and punish an entire religious and political
system—and to free an entire civilization from slavery
to false religion!

The One True God

By the time of the 10 plagues, Israel had dwelled in
Egypt for hundreds of years. At first, during the time of
Joseph, the Israelites were welcome guests. But as the
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number and power of the Israelite people grew, Egypt’s
pharaohs began to see the Israelites as a threat. By the
time Moses was born, the Israelites were a slave people
who had lost their true identity.
Exodus 2:23 shows that the children of Israel cried
out for deliverance. But this verse does not describe
them crying out to “their God,” nor does it use any of
God’s names. These people were seeking help from any
deity that could provide it.
The population, in fact, had begun to worship
the gods of Egypt (Joshua 24:14). They had been so
corrupted by Egypt’s religion that they no longer even
knew who the true God was (Exodus 3:13).
Through the 10 plagues, God was making Himself
known to the Egyptians and to the Israelites. The
Israelites actually experienced the first three plagues
because they needed to learn who God was!
Some experts believe that Egypt had a pantheon of
as many as 2,000 pagan gods and goddesses. Through
the plagues, God proved that He was the one and only
all-powerful, divine Being of the universe. “And God
said unto Moses: ‘I am that I am’” (Exodus 3:14). God
conveyed this message to Moses, and then He used
this great man and the 10 plagues to convey the same
message to both the Egyptians and the Israelites.
The essential purpose of the 10 plagues is this:
God was causing the most powerful civilization on

Earth, and His own people, to recognize that “I am
that I am.”

Julia Goddard/Watch Jerusalem

First Blood: Snake Gods 

It is notable that the first words Pharaoh uttered to
Moses and Aaron concerned the identity of their God.
“And Pharaoh said: ‘Who is the Lord, that I should
hearken unto His voice to let Israel go? I know not the
Lord, and moreover I will not let Israel go’” (Exodus 5:2).
To Pharaoh, Moses’s God was just another deity.
But then Moses performed a miracle that showed
God’s identity in relation to Pharaoh, his magicians
and the Egyptian gods: “… Aaron cast down his rod
before Pharaoh and before his servants, and it became
a serpent. Then Pharaoh also called for the wise men
and the sorcerers; and they also, the magicians of Egypt,
did in like manner with their secret arts. For they cast
down every man his rod, and they became serpents: but
Aaron’s rod swallowed up their rods” (Exodus 7:10-12).
There is more to this event than meets the eye. To the
ancient Egyptians, a snake swallowing other snakes was
a known religious refrain.
In Egyptian mythology, the powerful primordial
snake god Nehebkau is considered the “original snake.”
His image was depicted as a protective deity on ivory
rods. Worship of him was especially popular at this time
in Egypt’s history (middle second millennium b.c.e.).

According to the Coffin Text Spells (ancient Egyptian
mythological accounts inscribed around 2100 b.c.e.),
Nehebkau swallowed seven cobras, giving him power
against harm from any magic.
The Hebrew snake swallowing the Egyptian snakes,
in the name of the “God of Israel,” would have been a
startling display of supremacy.
Nehebkau was also a central god to the Egyptian
afterlife. That’s why it is significant that this miracle
occurred first, before the ensuing fatal plagues.
God’s actions through Moses and Aaron would also
have been seen as an insult to numerous other Egyptian
snake deities, such as the goddess Wadjet. Depicted as a
snake coiled around a pole, this goddess was worshiped
by the Egyptians as the “Protector of Lower Egypt,” the
region in which Goshen (and therefore the Israelites)
was located. You might have seen pictures of her cobra
symbol worn on the headdresses of pharaohs; this
symbolized their dominance over Lower Egypt. When
Moses’s snake swallowed the other snakes, the message
was clear: The God of Israel, not Wadjet nor Pharaoh,
was the supreme power in Lower Egypt!
Before the plagues even began, God delivered this
startling symbolic blow to Egypt’s gods and Pharaoh.
But it wasn’t enough: “And the Lord said unto Moses:
‘Pharaoh’s heart is stubborn, he refuseth to let the
people go’” (verse 14).
MARCH-APRIL 2021
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Water to Blood

With the first plague, God struck Egypt’s
most important resource: the Nile River.
“[A]nd he [Aaron] lifted up the rod, and
smote the waters that were in the river,
in the sight of Pharaoh, and in the sight
of his servants; and all the waters that were in
the river were turned to blood” (Exodus 7:20). The Nile
provided Egypt with a constant source of fresh water.
Its nutrient-rich floodplains were Egypt’s breadbasket.
Turning the Nile to blood was another targeted
attack on one of Egypt’s most important gods: Osiris,
the god of fertility, vegetation and agriculture. The
Egyptians considered the Nile River to be the

Frogs

“Thus saith the Lord: Let My people go …. And if thou
refuse to let them go, behold, I will smite all thy borders
with frogs. And the river shall swarm with frogs, which
shall go up and come into thy house, and into thy
bed-chamber, and upon thy bed, and into the house of
thy servants, and upon thy people, and into thine ovens,
and into thy kneading-troughs” (Exodus 7:26-28).
Besides being gross, this plague would have had a
dramatic impact on the Egyptian mind. The best-known
Egyptian frog deity is the goddess Heqet. Heqet, and
frogs in general, symbolized childbirth and midwifery,
as well as resurrection. These motifs are closely tied to
the Israelite story in Egypt.
To stop the immense population growth of the
Israelites, Pharaoh had previously ordered that
all newborn males be drowned by the midwives
in the Nile (Exodus 1:15-22). Now, with the second
plague, Pharaoh was inundated with these symbols
of childbirth, midwifery and resurrection literally
pouring back out of the Nile! Surely the symbolism
was not lost on Pharaoh.
Moses told Pharaoh: “… ‘Be it according to thy word;
that thou mayest know that there is none like unto
the Lord our God. And the frogs shall depart from
thee, and from thy houses, and from thy servants,
and from thy people; they shall remain in the river
only’” (Exodus 8:6-7). Was Moses also hinting at the
Israelite connection to this plague—with a prophetic
description of Israel’s departure from Egypt?
Nevertheless, Pharaoh’s heart was again
hardened.

“bloodstream” of Osiris. As the chief
god of the Nile, Osiris gave life to the
Egyptian empire. When God turned
the Nile to literal blood, the river (and
its god) became the source of widespread
death and suffering.
This miracle attacked other gods as well: Khnum, god
of the source of the Nile; Hapi, the god who presided
over annual flooding; Sopdet, goddess of fertilitybrought-to-soil-by-Nile-floodwater. It also insulted
other Egyptian deities, including Nu, Naunet, Tefnut,
Nehet-Weret and the fish-goddess Hatmehit.
Although Pharaoh’s magicians successfully replicated
this plague, they couldn’t make it stop (verse 22). Deities
such as Taweret—the pot-bellied, hippo-headed,
crocodile-tailed “Mistress of Pure Water”—were not able
to cleanse the Nile or all the other water that had likewise
miraculously turned to blood (verse 19).
God’s onslaught on the gods of the Nile River
continued for one week. But Pharaoh still refused to
obey God’s command. So Moses and Aaron returned to
the royal court.
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Dust to Lice

“… Aaron stretched out his hand with
his rod, and smote the dust of the
earth, and it became lice in man,
and in beast; all the dust of the land
became lice throughout all the land of
Egypt” (Exodus 8:17; King James Version).
The Hebrew word translated as “lice”
is only used in this biblical context,
so the exact identity of this critter is
unclear. Other translations describe
“fleas,” “sandflies,” “gnats,” “ticks” or
“mosquitoes.” The Hebrew word indicates
an insect that “digs” into the skin.
Regardless, the ground literally came
alive with parasites. This plague would
have been an affront to, among others,
Geb, Egypt’s chief earth god.
It was also aimed quite pointedly at
a specific part of Egypt’s society: the
priests and religious leaders. Egypt’s
religious leaders went to extreme lengths
to keep themselves clean and pure,
especially of lice. Egyptian priests even
removed their eyebrows and eyelashes—
anything that could host parasites!

Julia Goddard/Watch Jerusalem (4)

The fly
served as
a symbol of
relentless
determination and
bravery. It’s hard to
imagine this affection for
flies remaining after the
fourth plague hit.

This phobia for lice was noted by
Herodotus, the famous fifth-century
Greek historian: “The priests shave
their bodies all over every other day to
guard against the presence of lice, or
anything else equally unpleasant, while
they are about their religious duties ….
[They] wear linen only, and shoes made
from the papyrus plant …. They bathe in
cold water twice a day and twice every
night—and observe innumerable
other ceremonies besides” (The
Histories).
This plague would have been a
veritable nightmare for Egypt’s
religious leaders! And they
were entirely powerless to stop it.
Notably, it is with this plague that the
magicians admitted defeat. With their
homes and bodies crawling with lice,
they told Pharaoh, This is the finger of
God. But Egypt’s leader was unmoved.
His “heart was hardened, and he
hearkened not unto them …” (verse 15).
So the plagues continued.

Swarms

Flies and beetles were popular charms in ancient Egypt.
Flies adorned ritualistic objects; soldiers and leaders
were decorated with a pendant known as the “Order of
the Golden Fly.” The fly served as a symbol of relentless
determination and bravery.
It’s hard to imagine this affection for flies remaining
after the fourth plague hit. “[B]ehold, I will send swarms
of flies upon thee, and upon thy servants, and upon
thy people, and into thy houses; and the houses of the
Egyptians shall be full of swarms of flies, and also the
ground whereon they are. … [A]nd there came grievous
swarms of flies … the land was ruined by reason of the
swarms of flies” (Exodus 8:17, 20).
The original text does not use the word “flies”;
it refers to them simply as swarms. Based on the
translation of the ancient Greek Septuagint, most
scholars identify this insect as the dogfly, similar to
the March fly, horsefly, botfly or gadfly. As some of our
readers may have experienced, these blood-sucking flies
can inflict a painful bite. They can also be deadly, as they
transmit various diseases such as anthrax and tularemia.
The effect these flies had on Egypt was gruesome.
Psalm 78:45 states that these swarms “devoured” the
Egyptians.
Various deities associated with flies and insects
include the goddesses Wadjet, Iusaaset and Khepri, who
was depicted with the head of a beetle. Bees were said
to come from the tears of the sun god, Ra, and certain
wasp-like insects made up part of the official royal title
of the pharaoh.
To end this plague, Pharaoh acquiesced and agreed to
release the Israelites (ironic, given that flies symbolized
unwavering Egyptian determination). But unfortunately
for his people, he changed his mind again after the
swarms departed.
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Death of Livestock

“Behold, the hand of the Lord is upon thy cattle which
are in the field, upon the horses, upon the asses, upon
the camels, upon the herds, and upon the flocks; there
shall be a very grievous murrain. … [A]nd all the cattle
of Egypt died …” (Exodus 9:3, 6).
While this plague cut deep at countless Egyptian
animal gods, its attack was most pointedly against cattle
deities—the most significant animals in the Egyptian
pantheon. Particularly important was the cow-goddess
Hathor, daughter-consort of Ra and “mother of the
pharaoh” (who himself was stylized as a bull). Egyptian
wall art commonly depicts pharaohs suckling from the
udder of Hathor.
Another famous deity is the Apis bull, a “son of
Hathor” and manifestation of the pharaoh. Only one
such physical bull could exist at a time, and once the
bull died, it was mourned almost as if Pharaoh himself
had died, including being mummified and interred in a
massive sarcophagus weighing up to 60 tons.
Verse 6 indicates that the Apis bull at this time must
have died—a blow to Pharaoh.
The Egyptians considered the Israelite manner
of handling livestock a blasphemous “abomination”
(Genesis 46:34). So for the Egyptians to see their own
cattle dying en masse while every Israelite cow was
spared would have been distressing. Evidently Pharaoh
himself couldn’t quite believe it and sent his own
messengers to verify if the Israelite cattle truly had been
spared (Exodus 9:7).
Some scholars postulate that God destroyed Egypt’s
livestock via a plague of anthrax. This makes sense,
considering the previous plague; perhaps the swarms
of flies transmitted the anthrax to the cattle. Whatever
the case, this plague still did not breach Pharaoh’s hard
heart. “… But the heart of Pharaoh was stubborn, and
he did not let the people go” (verse 7).
8
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Boils

The next plague literally hobbled the
nation, forcing the people to their
beds. Exodus 9:11 shows that even
the magicians were not able to stand
upright as a result: “And the Lord said
unto Moses and unto Aaron: ‘Take to
you handfuls of soot of the furnace,
and let Moses throw it heavenward
in the sight of Pharaoh. And it shall
become small dust over all the land
of Egypt, and shall be a boil breaking
forth with blains upon man and upon
beast, throughout all the land of Egypt’”
Exodus 9:8-9).
This epidemic of boils was an affront
to numerous Egyptian deities, such
as Sekhmet, goddess of epidemics
and healing; Thoth, god of medical
knowledge; Isis, goddess of healing;
Nephthys, goddess of health.
But it was also an affront to the
much-prized Egyptian doctors, famous
in the ancient world for their knowledge
in medicine, surgery, dentistry, even
prosthetics, with known complex
medical texts dating back more than
4,500 years. So venerated were the
doctors that the physician Imhotep,
who served under Pharaoh Djoser
(circa 2600 b.c.e.), became deified as
the “god of medicine.”
The way that Moses initiated this
plague, tossing ash from a furnace into
the air, is also interesting. The word for
furnace refers to a “kiln,” i.e. a brickkiln—a device the Israelites would have
known well. Exodus 5 describes the
blistering, crippling labor forced upon
the Israelites specifically in making
bricks.
Thus, in another apparent turn of
poetic justice, the Egyptians became
crippled and blistered
from the same brickmaking source of
torment. But not
even a plague of
painful sores
wa s e n o u g h
to change
the mind of
Egypt’s king.

Julia Goddard/Watch Jerusalem (3)
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With this plague,
Pharaoh began to
grow desperate. He
finally admitted
sin and recognized
the supremacy of
Israel’s God.
Hail and Fire

The next plague would have been
truly petrifying. “[A]nd the Lord
sent thunder and hail, and fire ran
along upon the ground …. [F]ire
mingled with the hail …. And the
hail smote throughout all the
land of Egypt all that was in the
field, both man and beast; and the
hail smote every herb of the field,
and brake every tree of the field”
(Exodus 9:23-25; kjv).
This plague utterly destroyed
everything and everyone not
protected by substantial shelter.
The sky-goddess Nut, who was
supposed to protect the land from
heavenly destruction, was evidently
missing. So was her father, Shu, the
“calming” god of the atmosphere.
Gods of animals and agriculture
(Set, Isis, Osiris and others) were
also missing in action.
This plague also would have
struck at Eg yptian beliefs
surrounding the afterlife. The
reference to fire is notable: To
be incinerated was considered
the worst punishment to the

E g y p t i a n s . W i t h o u t a b o d y,
there was nothing to mummify,
which meant no afterlife. (Even
the damage to victims by hail
would have been problematic, as
Egyptians went to great lengths to
ensure that the dead bodies were
preserved as intact as possible.)
This afterlife-affliction was made
worse by a primary crop destroyed
by this plague—flax (verse 31).
Flax was essential for wrapping
mummies.
With this plague, Pharaoh
began to grow desperate. He finally
admitted sin and recognized the
supremacy of Israel’s God. “And
Pharaoh sent, and called for Moses
and Aaron, and said unto them: ‘I
have sinned this time; the Lord is
righteous, and I and my people are
wicked. Entreat the Lord, and let
there be enough of these mighty
thunderings and hail; and I will let
you go, and ye shall stay no longer’”
(verses 27-28).
Why the admission of sin and
wickedness—and why now?

In ancient Egypt, the pharaoh
was the primary intermediary
between his people and the gods.
T h e p h a rao h wa s p e r s o n a l l y
responsible for Maat, “cosmic
order,” maintaining balance in
the land. “Disorder had to be
kept at bay,” states Encyclopedia
Britannica. “The task of the king as
the protagonist of human society
was to retain the benevolence of the
gods in maintaining order against
disorder.”
Perhaps Pharaoh felt he could
re t a i n s o m e o rd e r a m i d t h e
earlier plagues, but with this one—
crashing hail, deafening thunder,
blinding lightning, raging fires—
the entire land was in utter chaos.
With the hail, Pharaoh’s capacity
for maintaining any semblance of
Maat had vanished. And everyone
knew it.
When the plague ended,
however, Pharaoh changed his
mind again, despite the pleading
of his servants to simply let the
Israelites go (Exodus 10:7).
MARCH-APRIL 2021
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This plague struck at a
number of important crop
deities, including the grain
gods Neper, Nepri, Heneb
and Renenutet, as well
as Isis and Set, two gods
responsible for protecting
the nation’s crops.
Locusts

Plagues of locusts are not uncommon in the Middle East
and Africa. But what here befell Egypt was on another level
entirely. “And the locusts went up over all the land of Egypt
…. For they covered the face of the whole earth, so that the
land was darkened; and they did eat every herb of the land,
and all the fruit of the trees which the hail had left; and
there remained not any green thing, either tree or herb of
the field, through all the land of Egypt” (Exodus 10:14-15).
With this plague, all remaining plant life, including
the new crops of wheat and spelt that had not emerged
at the time of the hail (Exodus 9:32), were devoured.
This plague struck at a number of important crop
deities, including the grain gods Neper, Nepri, Heneb

Darkness

Among all of Egypt’s gods, none
was venerated as much as Ra, the
all-powerful sun-god. This god, variously called Re, Amon-Ra, Atum or
Aten, had power over all other gods.
Worship of the solar deity was so
important that during the 13th-century b.c.e. reign of Akhenaten, the
pharaoh banned worship of any
other gods besides him.
The ninth plague was a direct
a s s a u l t o n R a . “A n d M o s e s
stretched forth his hand toward
heaven; and there was a thick darkness in all the land of Egypt three
days; they saw not one another,
neither rose any from his place for
three days …” (Exodus 10:22-23).
The New Living Translation says
it was a “darkness so thick you
can feel it” (verse 21). As darkness
prevailed, Egypt’s greatest, most
10
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and Renenutet, as well as Isis and Set, two gods
responsible for protecting the nation’s crops.
With the total destruction of crops, the Egyptian
population now faced the prospect of starvation.
“Then Pharaoh called for Moses and Aaron in haste;
and he said: ‘I have sinned against the Lord your God,
and against you. Now therefore forgive, I pray thee,
my sin only this once, and entreat the Lord your God,
that he may take away from me this [deadly plague]”
(Exodus 10:16-17).
Moses obliged, but Pharaoh again changed his mind.
Judgment was now due upon the greatest Egyptian god
of all.

powerful god was exposed as
entirely powerless.
The darkness was a warning
to Pharaoh himself, who was
considered the “son of the sun.” To
add insult to injury, verse 23 shows
that while the Egyptians were
covered in thick darkness, God’s
people in the land of Goshen were
bathed in bright sunlight!
The first nine plagues built up to
the 10th and thus could be
categorized separately
(Exodus 12:12). The
number nine was
significant in
Egyptian religion. Regional
pantheons throughout
Egyptian history
were worshiped as
enneads, “nines,” or

groups of nine deities. The most
famous was the Great Ennead of
Heliopolis, led by the sun god Atum
and consisting of his descendants
Shu, Tefnut, Geb, Nut, Isis, Osiris,
Set and Nephthys (all noted among
the above-described plagues). Still,
the Great Ennead was occasionally
worshiped with a “plus-one,” a
10th deity, the great son of Isis and
Osiris: Horus.

10
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Against Pharaoh (and all Else)

The 10th and final plague struck at
everything in a single stroke—from
Pharaoh to commoner to rat, and any
and all gods that represented them.
It was a decisive blow for the nation,
especially at a time when firstborn were
all but revered. Exodus 12:30 shows that
not a single Egyptian family was spared.
“For I will go through the land of
Egypt in that night, and will smite all
the first-born in the land of Egypt, both
man and beast; and against all the gods
of Egypt I will execute judgments: I am
the Lord” (verse 12).
The pharaoh and his family were
demigods to the Egyptians. Across the
nation, they were revered as part god,
part human, and the offspring of the
gods themselves. Like Egypt’s countless
gods, Pharaoh and his family were
supposed to be untouchable to the plight
of common mortals. With the final
plague, the God of Israel struck down
the final “god” family of Egypt, in a way
that would be most crippling—more so
than Pharaoh’s own death. Pharaoh’s
most prized possession, his own son—
the child-god, part of the Pantheon of
“all-powerful” deities—was killed.
“And Pharaoh rose up in the night,
he, and all his servants, and all the
Egyptians; and there was a great cry in
Egypt; for there was not a house where
there was not one dead. And he called
for Moses and Aaron by night and said:
‘Rise up, get you forth from among my
people, both ye and the children of
Israel; and go, serve the Lord, as ye have
said. Take both your flocks and your
herds, as ye have said, and be gone; and
bless me also’” (verses 30-32).

Deliverance

Following the catastrophic final plague, the Israelites were
finally freed. Egypt, its pharaoh, and its gods had been
utterly humiliated, and the Egyptians “thrust” the Israelites
out of the land. In fact, Pharaoh and his people were so
desperate to get them out, they essentially paid the Israelites
to leave, showering them with gifts. “[F]or they said: ‘We are
all dead men’” (see Exodus 11:1-3; 12:33-36).
With the final plague complete, Israel joyously fleeing,
and Egypt wallowing in dust and ashes, God’s plan was
fulfilled. God had accomplished what He set out to do: “[T]he
Egyptians shall know that I am the Lord, when I stretch
forth My hand upon Egypt, and bring out the children of
Israel from among them” (Exodus 7:5).
But bringing Israel out of Egypt was the easy part. What
proved to be far more difficult was bringing Egypt out of Israel.
It wasn’t long after the Israelites crossed the Red Sea
that the masses were pleading to return to Egypt and its
gods. Encamped at the base of Mount Sinai, they erected a
“golden calf ” after the form of Hathor-Apis worship. Aaron
proclaimed: “‘This is thy god, O Israel, which brought thee
up out of the land of Egypt’” (Exodus 32:4).
What a powerful lesson for us about human nature! Despite
the many miracles—despite sparing the land of Goshen—
despite the utter humiliation of the Egyptian deities—despite
the freedom of an enslaved population—despite agreeing
to God’s covenant at Mount Sinai (many of the terms and
conditions of this covenant directly forbade the Egyptianstyle pagan practices)—the Israelites simply refused to come
completely out of Egypt and obey the God of Israel. Forty years
later, only two of the million-plus freed adults were allowed
to enter the Promised Land (Exodus 12:37; Numbers 14:26-31).
The lessons of the 10 plagues hold true today. Stubborn
human nature has not changed over the past 3,500 years.
In many ways, we are like the ancient Israelites and the
Egyptians. Even when faced with extreme adversity, human
nature is determined to hold on to its own selfish, wicked
ways and pursue its own evil ambitions. Like Pharaoh
himself, we can find it hard to abandon our human will, even
when it is exposed as corrupt.
Perhaps we no longer worship pot-bellied, hippo-headed,
crocodile-tailed Nile gods. But as the Bible repeatedly states,
an idol is anything we put above God—be it possessions,
friends, family, even ourselves. The pursuit of material
wealth and possessions is a god. In that respect, we can be
just as pagan as the ancient world.
The moral of the story: God’s all-encompassing power—
and the nothingness of man’s religions, technology and
philosophy—is summed up on either side of the 10 plagues:
“And God said unto Moses: ‘I am that I am …’” (Exodus 3:14);
“[A]gainst all the gods of Egypt I will execute judgments: I am
the Lord” (Exodus 12:12); “I am the Lord thy God, who brought
thee out of the land of Egypt, out of the house of bondage.
Thou shalt have no other gods before Me” (Exodus 20:2-3). n
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The Monumental
Four-Way
Staircase of
Herod the Great
Dr. Eilat Mazar completes an archaeological
journey spanning almost two centuries.
By Brent Nagtegaal

O
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ne of Jerusalem’s most iconic archaeological images is Robinson’s Arch. Named for Bible
scholar Edward Robinson, who observed it in
1838, it is the ruin of what would have been a great stone
landmark well-known to the Jews and Romans of 2,000
years ago.
The conspicuous remnant of this 15-meter-wide
archway springing from 20 meters up the Western
Wall of the Temple Mount has led to all manner of
conclusions about its purpose. At first it was thought
to be part of a bridge connecting the southern portion
of the Temple Mount to the aristocratic upper city on
the hill to the west. Later it was thought to be part of a
monumental right-angled staircase that turned south
and led toward the City of David. Later still it was
thought to be part of a two-way staircase that turned
both to the south and to the north.
Now, Jerusalem archaeologist Dr. Eilat Mazar
has a new theory: Instead of a one-way or a two-way
staircase imagined by excavators, the arch was part of a
monumental four-way staircase, a structure completely
unique among ancient classical architecture. You can
read documentation of this amazing interpretation in
her recently published book, Over the Crossroads of
Time: Jerusalem’s Temple Mount Monumental Staircases.

Western Wall
Great Arch

Great Pier

Modern view of Robinson’s Arch

iStock.com/ Bernard Bialorucki

Western Wall

Remnants
of the
Great Arch

Great Pier
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c.e. 324–638

c.e. 70–324

37 b.c.e.–c.e. 70

37–4 B.C.E. Jerusalem and Judea come
under the monarchy of Herod the Great.
Herod undertakes massive building projects
in the city, starting with rebuilding the temple.

HERODIAN

C.E. 285 The 10th Roman Legion leaves
the city.
C.E. 132–135 The Bar Kochba Revolt, after
which Jews are forbidden to enter the city
C.E. 130 The Emperor Hadrian
establishes a Roman city named Aelia
Capitolina on the ruins of Jerusalem.

ROMAN

C.E. 335 The Church of the Holy Sepulchre
is dedicated after Helena, mother of the
emperor, identifies the location.
C.E. 324 Emperor Constantine the Great
establishes Christianity as the official
religion of the empire.

BYZANTINE

POOL OF SILOAM Discovered
in 2004 at the bottom of the City
of David

STAMP OF THE
10TH LEGION The
Roman 10th Legion
was charged with
maintaining peace in
the city. A ceramic roof
tile with a stamp of this
legion was found.

FOUR-WAY STAIRCASE
A massive four-way staircase
protruding from the Western
Wall, a structure completely
unique among ancient classical
architecture

THE JERUSALEM
CARDO Jerusalem was
transformed into a completely
Roman city named Aelia
Capitolina by Emperor Hadrian.
This main thoroughfare
from that city was found in
Jerusalem in 1976.

MENORAH MEDALLION The appearance of the sevenbranched menorah symbol on this gold medallion links the
item to Jewish owners. To the left of the menorah is a shofar,
to the right is what appears to be a Torah scroll. It is believed
that the medallion was used to decorate a Torah scroll. The
medallion is 3.9 inches in diameter and 1 millimeter thick.

A handful of discoveries demonstrating
Jerusalem’s storied, stratified history

THE STRATA OF
JERUSALEM’S
HISTORY

332–37 b.c.e.

586–332 b.c.e.

586 B.C.E. Siege of Jerusalem
by Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon.
The city is conquered and destroyed
and the temple burned.
701 B.C.E. Sennacherib begins and then
unexpectedly lifts the siege of Jerusalem.
705–702 B.C.E. Hezekiah prepares
the city for the siege of Sennacherib,
king of Assyria.
928 B.C.E. The united monarchy
divides into two kingdoms; Jerusalem
remains the capital of Judah.
960 B.C.E. Solomon builds the
first temple and the new palace.
1000 B.C.E. King David conquers
Jebus (Jerusalem) and turns it into
the capital of the united monarchy.

1000–586 b.c.e.

FIRST TEMPLE PERIOD

ANTIOCHUS EPIPHANES
Bust resembling the Syrian
king who desecrated the
temple after failing in his
attempt to overrun Egypt.

SOLOMONIC WALL King
David’s son Solomon expanded
the city northward and
enclosed the construction with
a massive wall (1 Kings 3:1).

BULLAE Personal signatures of two of the Judean
princes that wanted the Prophet Jeremiah killed
were found in 2005 and 2008 (Jeremiah 38:1).

NEHEMIAH’S WALL A supporting tower of the
famed 52-day wall was found in 2007 attached
to the eastern wall of King David’s palace.

FIRST JEWISH COIN
IN JERUSALEM
Reading, “Yehohanan [John] the
High Priest and the Council of the
Jews.” John Hyrcanus was one of the
Hasmonean nationalists that led the
revolt from the Seleucid Empire.

KING DAVID’S PALACE Discovered
in 2005 at the summit of the City
of David by using the Bible and
archaeology (2 Samuel 5:17)

516 B.C.E. Completion of second temple
construction by the governor Zerubbabel
538 B.C.E. Fall of Babylon; Cyrus, king of Persia,
allows exiles to return to Jerusalem.

PERSIAN

167 B.C.E. The temple is desecrated
and its treasures confiscated. As a
result, a revolt breaks out under the
leadership of the Hasmonean family.
200 B.C.E. Antiochus iii conquers
the city from the Ptolemies.
332 B.C.E. Alexander the Great
conquers the land of Israel.

HELLENISTIC

“With four turns … this was a Four-Way
Monumental Staircase, unique among the
structures of the classical world.” –Eilat Mazar
u STAIRCASE

FROM PAGE 12

Dr. Mazar’s discovery has been a long time in the
making.
Three decades after Robinson documented the
remnant of the arch, an artistic representation shows
a man standing right next to the arch.
Today, the arch is high above ground level. This
is mainly due to massive archaeological excavations
undertaken from 1968 to 1978 by Dr. Mazar’s
grandfather, Prof. Benjamin Mazar of Hebrew
University. The “Big Dig” Temple Mount excavations,
which continued year-round for a decade, first focused
on the area directly beneath Robinson’s Arch. What
Professor Mazar discovered there were massive cut
stones laying on a street built during the first half of
the first century c.e. They had fallen from the Western
Wall during the c.e. 70 destruction of Jerusalem.
A few meters to the east, just across that same street,
Professor Mazar’s team of excavators—and Eilat, only 13
at the time—uncovered stone doorways. These would
have been entrances to shops that lined the street
opposite the Western Wall. The shops were incorporated
into the chambers of a massive, 3.8-meter-wide, 15-meterlong stone pier. Artifacts related to the pier revealed that

it had been built by none other than
Herod the Great. Professor Mazar
had located the foundation for the
other side of Robinson’s Arch.
Further excavations by
Professor Mazar revealed that the
pier connected to a structure with a series of vaults
running perpendicular to the direction of the arch. He
determined that, similar to Robinson’s arch itself, these
vaults formed the foundation to an overhead walkway.
And as these vaults generally descended in height
toward the south, they had discovered the remains of
a staircase that made a right-angled turn.
This understanding of the structure remained
largely accepted for decades: the huge staircase
descended westward, then turned southward (although
Mazar’s architect, Brian Lalor, suspected that an
additional staircase turned northward).
After Professor Mazar’s death in 1995, his
granddaughter took up the mantle and continued
preparing his work for final scientific publication. Five
volumes of The Temple Mount Excavations in Jerusalem
have been published so far in Hebrew University’s qedem
series. Poring over her grandfather’s 50-year-old field

A 2,000-YEAR-OLD GOLDEN MENORAH FOUND

I

nside one vaulted chamber
beneath the four-way staircase was found an especially
intriguing tiny artifact: a golden
ring with a seven-stem design,
sized to fit the smallest of
fingers.
D r. E i l at M a za r ’s O v e r th e
Crossroads of Time: Jerusalem’s
Te m p l e M o u n t M o n u m e n t a l
Staircases documents the discovery
of this special, 2,000-year-old piece
of jewelry. It was actually first
uncovered 50 years ago in Prof.
Benjamin Mazar’s Temple Mount
excavations, but only now is it being
reported. Since it measures about
1 centimeter in diameter, Dr. Eilat
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Mazar believes the ring could only
fit the finger of a newborn.
The ring bears a significant
design: It is incised with what
looks to be a plant with seven stems,
likely an artistic representation of
one of the temple’s most important
furnishings, the menorah.
According to Mazar, the resemblance to the seven-stemmed
lampstand is unmistakable. It is
similar to several other depictions
found at the third-century c.e.
burial complex of Beth She’arim,
excavated by Benjamin Mazar.
The seven-stemmed lampstand
has been a symbol of the Jews, and
of all Israel, for millennia. It has been

used since the days of Moses, when
God commanded the tribes of Israel
to make an ornamented “candlestick
of pure gold” with seven lamps to
place inside His mobile sanctuary
in the wilderness. This lampstand
also appeared centuries later as one
of the most important vessels in the
magnificent temple of King Solomon.
After Solomon, the nation split
into two kingdoms: the kingdom
of Israel, conquered in the eighth
century b.c.e., and the kingdom
of Judah, conquered in the sixth
century b.c.e. When the Babylonian
army destroyed the kingdom and
its capital, Jerusalem, it confiscated
all the temple vessels to Babylon.

Both sides of the Great Arch, with
its large stones protruding from
the Western Wall to the east (back)
and Great Pier to the west (front)

Volunteers reveal the Great Pier
during the excavations’ first year.

documentation forced Dr. Eilat Mazar to reexamine the
arch structure. And she was surprised by what she found.
“As we learned, this structure, believed by Benjamin
Mazar to be a monumental staircase with a 90-degree
turn to the south, is actually a much more elaborate
staircase,” she writes in her new book. “With four
turns—not the one suggested by B. Mazar—this was
a Four-Way Monumental Staircase, unique among the
structures of the classical world.”
Critical to this change in understanding was the
reexamination of the gradated vaults that supported
the staircase and the realization that remains of those
vaults actually lead in four different directions from the
initial decent.
According to Mazar, construction of the monumental
staircase took place at the same time as the Temple
Mount and was part of King Herod’s master plan.
According to first-century Jewish historian Josephus,

construction on the Temple Mount began in the 18th
year of Herod’s reign and continued until his death (19 to
4 b.c.e.). Afterward, construction slowed considerably,
and the staircase and associated street and plaza were
not fully functional until 40 years later.
Based on numerous coins discovered inside the
structure, Dr. Mazar concludes, “With the completion of
the Four-Way Monumental Staircase, the spaces inside
its vaults and surroundings were left undeveloped as
a rocky area until the rule of Pontius Pilatus/Agrippa i
(c.e. 26–44).”
This means that the inhabitants of Jerusalem had only
a generation or two to see and use this grand structure
before it was destroyed in c.e. 70 and commenced its
2,000-year wait for someone to put together all the pieces.
To learn more, read Dr. Mazar’s latest book: Over the
Crossroads of Time: Jerusalem’s Temple Mount Monumental
Staircases (watchJerusalem.co.il/go/staircase).
n

Photos courtesy of Eilat Mazar, engravings: Benjamin Mazar, courtesy of Eilat Mazar

ON BABY’S RING
Seventy years later, the Bible
records that some of the people of
Judah returned to Jerusalem with
“the vessels of the house of the Lord,”
perhaps including the menorah
from Solomon’s temple.
Centuries later, the seven-lamp
candlestick was still a distinct
symbol of the Jews and their religion.
This unique symbol began appearing
on coins in the first century b.c.e.
Numismatics expert Peretz Reuven
says it was widely used by Jews in
Israel and the Diaspora in the late
Roman period and the Byzantine
period, where it appeared in
sculpture, fine metal work, paintings,
engravings, impressions, mosaics,

The ring, shown here with similar third-century menorah engravings
and paintings found by Benjamin Mazar at Beth She’arim

castings and medallions, as well as on
architecture, ossuaries, sundials, oil
lamps, bottles, bowls, gems and seals.
Josephus recorded that
when Roman soldiers destroyed
Jerusalem in c.e. 70, they captured
the temple menorah and took it to
Rome. This very scene is among
t h o s e i n s c r i b e d by E m p e ro r
Domitian on the Arch of Titus.

“ L i tt l e t o n o d o u b t i s l e f t
regarding the design appearing
on the gold ring as representing
the seven-branched menorah,”
Dr. Mazar writes. “The abstract
fashion of this design is even more
significant, since the actual sevenbranched menorah stood in the
temple at a distance of only about
200 meters [away]” (op cit).
n
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“A m b a s s a d o r C o l l e g e h a s
just been given the great honor
and responsibility of entering
joint participation with Hebrew
University of Jerusalem in the most
important archaeological excavation
of our time—uncovering 3,000 years
of history!” Mr. Armstrong enthusiastically wrote on Dec. 10, 1968.
Mr. Armstrong believed the
project would actually prepare
the way for the Messiah’s coming
to Earth. God will yet choose
Jerusalem, the Bible says, making
it the capital city of the wonderful
World Tomorrow. And besides the
great spiritual work that needs to
be done before the Messiah’s arrival,
Mr. Armstrong believed there is
also much physical work to be done
in Jerusalem in order to prepare the
very spot from which he will rule.
Ambassador College started
funding Benjamin Mazar’s work in
late 1968. The next year, the college
sent 60 students to Jerusalem
to work at the excavation. For 10
years after that, about 50 or 60
Ambassador students traveled to
Herbert Armstrong
Jerusalem each summer for what
(center) tours “The
Big Dig” with Benjamin
Mr. Armstrong called “the big dig.”
Mazar (right).
T h roug h out th at d e c ad e,
Herbert Armstrong and Benjamin
Mazar developed a close
personal friendship. It was like
a family relationship—and it led
Mr. Armstrong to many other
friendships in Israel, including
numerous prime ministers,
presidents and other high-ranking
government officials.
Ten years after the partnership
began, Mr. Armstrong wrote to
By Stephen Flurry
his supporters: “[On] December 1,
the Israeli government is planning a celebration in my
mmediately after the Jewish state captured the
honor—on the 10th anniversary of the beginning of our
Old City of Jerusalem in 1967, Hebrew University
participation in the great archaeological excavation,
archaeologist Benjamin Mazar launched the most
starting southward from the Temple Mount. This date
significant excavation ever undertaken in Israel. Three
will mark the beginning of the second decade of this
large universities in the United States immediately
major project—now starting further south, in the area
offered to support Professor Mazar’s work and asked
of the ancient City of David, to uncover 2,500 years of
to participate. But he opted instead for an exclusive
accumulated debris (some 50 feet high) over the ancient
partnership with a small liberal arts college in Pasadena,
palace and throne of King David” (May 21, 1978).
California, headed by a man named Herbert W. Armstrong.

The ArmstrongMazar Family
The legacy continues.

I
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Excavations in the City of David continued during
the 1980s, but David’s palace remained hidden. Many
archaeologists believed it must have been located
somewhere inside the cramped city walls of the
ancient capital.
Mr. Armstrong died in 1986—and Ambassador
College’s support for raising the ruins of ancient
Jerusalem perished with him. Soon after, Ambassador
College itself ceased to exist. But God raised the ruins
of his work through Gerald Flurry in 1989. In 2001, we
opened Herbert W. Armstrong College with the intent
of continuing in Mr. Armstrong’s footsteps.
Although Benjamin Mazar died in 1995, God
revived his legacy through the devoted work of a
faithful disciple: his granddaughter Eilat. Before
her grandfather died, Eilat told him she believed
David’s palace was built outside the northern walls of
ancient Jerusalem. Benjamin Mazar encouraged his
granddaughter to pursue her theory in the field, but in
the years after his death, Eilat struggled to obtain the
funding and support needed to excavate.
It wasn’t until 2005 that she was finally able to test
her theory. When she put spade to soil, she made the
sensational discovery of a “fantastic house”—one that
had to be built by King David himself. She also found a
sixth-century b.c.e. seal inscribed with the name Jehucal,
a Judean prince mentioned in Jeremiah 37:3 and 38:1.
Soon after Dr. Mazar completed the first phase of
her excavation at the palace of David, I contacted her
to offer student volunteers from Armstrong College
for the next phase of digging. She was overjoyed
at the prospect of resuming the Armstrong-Mazar
relationship. “Without the support of Mr. Armstrong
and the ambassadors,” she wrote to me, “the Temple
Mount Excavations would have never become, as it did,
the most important and largest excavations in Israel at
that time.”
We started small in late 2006, sending three students
from Oklahoma to live in Jerusalem for five months,
excavating by day and keeping up with online classes
at night. In the 14 years since, dozens of Armstrong
students, alumni and faculty have participated in
seven seasons of excavating. We’ve also supported Dr.
Mazar’s extensive work outside the excavation sites,
helping with the research needed to process her finds
and providing editorial assistance and financial support
for her publications.
In the 1970s, Eilat Mazar excitedly walked through
the stones of the most dramatic project in Jerusalem as
student volunteers she called “the ambassadors” looked
up from their work and waved—and helped make
remarkable archaeological discoveries. Now it’s 2021; a
lot has happened. But not that much has changed. n

u FORMER PROPHETS

FROM PAGE 3

men’s regard for godly education—was recorded for us
today.
I believe the Prophet Jeremiah was the editor whom
God inspired to integrate the former prophets all
together. But we are not looking for Jeremiah in these
books—we are looking for God all the way through. God
put this history together! Yet faithless scholars label
it with names like “Hebrew history.” Yes, it contains
history of the Hebrews—but that is hardly all it is. Such
a title waters down the truth of God. It isn’t merely
history of the Hebrews—it’s the history of God
and of what He is doing on Earth! This history was
arranged and inspired by God Himself!
If you and I aren’t studying this history, we are
missing out on an incredible, even life-saving
opportunity!
I encourage you to take time to really study the
history recorded in the books of Joshua, Judges,
Samuel and Kings. Some of the history is wonderful and
positive. It is deeply inspiring to read about the joy and
prosperity Israel experienced during the time of Joshua,
Samuel’s devotion to true education, King David’s
astonishing accomplishments and beautiful example
of humility and repentance, Elijah’s faith-filled service
to God, Elisha’s miracle-filled prophetic work, and many
others. The history of these awesome biblical figures
teaches us how to be happy and successful today!
The former prophets also flow with much tragic
history. These books recount a lot of suffering, conflict
and depression. The book of Judges describes some of
the most heinous, gruesome behavior in the Bible. The
life of Saul is a sobering warning against vanity and selfreliance. The example of Jeroboam and the civil war he
incited shows what happens when we depart from the
true religion established in Jerusalem by King David.
Knowing this history will help us avoid
repeating the same mistakes!
The history in these books could actually save your
life. Spiritually, it will lead you into a deeper, more
fulfilling relationship with God. It will reveal how you
can be protected by God when trials strike and how you
can achieve your incredible human potential. Learning
the lessons of these books will even help you physically.
These lessons will help you grow as a leader and as a
mother or father, husband or wife. They will reveal the
path to material prosperity. This history will show how
you can be content and at peace—with yourself, your
family and all those with whom you come into contact.
This history occurred thousands of years ago, these
writings are ancient and venerable, but their lessons are
even more relevant and important today than they were
three millennia ago! They will change your life!
n
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BARACK OBAMA
IS BACK IN THE
MIDDLE EAST
The policies of the former
president are back, and
Bible prophecy shows that
they will have disastrous
consequences for Israel—
and the world.
By Brent Nagtegaal

T
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transforming American relationships in the Middle
East. This meant hurting Israel and helping Iran.
Now the man who helped Barack Obama is in charge
of the White House. And he is committed to reinstating
Obama’s deliberately destructive policies. This creates
a terrifying reality for Iran’s enemies in the Middle East,
especially Israel.
It is also a hugely prophetic development. Bible
prophecy reveals that the entire world will be impacted
by Iran’s behavior in the end time. About 2,500 years
ago, God inspired Daniel to prophesy the precise
timeline of events that will take place directly preceding
and culminating in the Messiah’s coming. One strikingly
detailed prophecy is found in Daniel 11. Many specifics
in this prophecy have already been fulfilled, but much
remains to be fulfilled. Verse 40 reads, “And at the time
of the end shall the king of the south push at him; and
the king of the north shall come against him like a
whirlwind, with chariots, and with horsemen, and with
many ships; and he shall enter into the countries, and
shall overflow as he passes through.”
This verse describes a provocative push by one
world power, “the king of the south,” which motivates
a forceful response by a far stronger world power, “the
king of the north.” From this verse onward, Daniel 11
describes a cascade of events leading to world war and
finally the Messiah’s arrival.
For over 30 years, Mr. Flurry has forecast that
radical Islam, led by Iran, will fulfill the role of the
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he Middle East could soon experience its
most dramatic shake-up of the past half century.
The Biden administration has quickly and
decisively empowered Iran and its allies at the expense
of America’s historic partners in the region, particularly
Israel.
This policy to strengthen the world’s top state
sponsor of terrorism is not new. This self-defeating
foreign policy was first implemented during the
presidency of Barack Obama. During his second
term, President Obama and Vice President Joe Biden
pursued what Watch Jerusalem editor in chief Gerald
Flurry called the “worst foreign-policy mistake in
American history.” Obama forced through the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action nuclear deal with Iran
that gave it access to over $100 billion; $1.8 billion of that
was flown into Tehran in untraceable cash.
The premise of America’s deal with Iran was irrational
to anyone concerned about America’s security, let alone
Israel’s. Then Iran added further demands. But Obama
persisted with his deadly deal. It gradually dawned on
some astute commentators that this was no innocent “bad
deal.” The disastrous Iran nuclear deal was intentional,
and there was a dark motive behind that intent.
In reality, Barack Obama wasn’t outplayed or
outmaneuvered by the Iranians. He willfully and eagerly
supported their ambitions for regional and even global
conflict. Obama’s goal to “fundamentally transform
the United States of America” included fundamentally
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prophesied king of the south and
that a 10-nation European bloc led
by Germany will fulfill the role of
the king of the north.
Because he understands
Daniel’s prophecy about the king
of the south, Mr. Flurry was able
to forecast in 2001 that America
would fail in Afghanistan, Iran’s
neighbor to the east. For 30 years
he has repeatedly emphasized that
it was Iran, not al Qaeda, that was
the real head of the terrorist snake.
In 1994, Mr. Flurry forecast
that Iran would dominate Saddam
Hussein’s Iraq, Iran’s neighbor to
the west. When the United States
invaded Iraq with over 100,000
troops in 2003, Mr. Flurry doubled
down, saying that Iran would
emerge the victor. In February 2015,
he foretold that the Islamic State’s
demise in Iraq would allow Iran to
fully dominate the nation through
its Shiite militias. This has all transpired.
Mr. Flurry also forecast in 1994 that Eg ypt
would become part of the king of the south alliance,
headed by Iran. He based this on the statement in
Daniel 11:42-43 that the king of the north will target
Egypt right alongside Iran, implying a strong alliance
between Egypt and Iran. In light of that, Mr. Flurry
prophesied that the Islamist Muslim Brotherhood
movement would likely rise up to dominate Egyptian
politics. This happened in 2011 with the election of
Muslim Brotherhood leader Mohamed Morsi as Egypt’s
president: He quickly began turning the nation toward
Iran. Morsi was soon ousted from power by Egypt’s
current general-turned-president. Still, Mr. Flurry has
maintained that this is a temporary reality and that
Egypt will revert to being an Iranian ally.
Three decades of accurate forecasting by Mr. Flurry
and Iran’s continuing rise prove that Iran’s radical
Islamist alliance fulfills the role of the king of the south.
And Iran’s aggressive foreign policy will be the push that
tumbles the world into war.

Barack Obama and Radical Islam

Understanding Iran’s role in prophesied events reveals
the enormous danger of America’s Middle East policy
under Barack Obama and Joe Biden.
For eight years, Obama sought to fundamentally
transform America, including its alliances. He viewed
most of the world’s problems as the legacy of white man’s

colonialism. The current nations of the Middle East were
created largely by imperialist powers following World
War i, powers that subsumed the will of the inhabitants
to that of British and French leaders. Later, the U.S.
became the dominant power intruding into the Middle
East and, according to this worldview, caused only evil.
During President Obama’s first term, when Islamic
extremism was still a major issue, he engaged the
Middle East with a message of popular will, where no
outside power, especially the nation he led, had the
right to interfere. “I’ve come here to Cairo to seek a
new beginning between the United States and Muslims
around the world,” he stated in a major 2009 speech
in Egypt, “one based on mutual interest and mutual
respect, and one based upon the truth that America and
Islam are not exclusive and need not be in competition.”
Absent from the audience that day was Egyptian
President Hosni Mubarak, a longtime American ally,
whose strong-arm tactics had kept at bay Islamist forces
like the Muslim Brotherhood for decades. Present
instead were members of the Muslim Brotherhood.
Obama was rejecting America’s traditional ally and
endorsing the Muslim Brotherhood’s position.
Two years later, Egypt erupted in a massive
popular movement that the well-organized Muslim
Brotherhood—sponsor of Hamas and leader of Sunni
Islamism worldwide—took advantage of. It ended in
Mubarak’s resignation (at Obama’s urging) and the
election of the Islamist Muslim Brotherhood to power.
But even more dangerous in that speech was this
statement from President Obama: “No single nation
should pick and choose which nations hold nuclear
weapons.” This was four years before he announced that
the U.S. was engaging in nuclear talks with Iran. Yet his
intention was already clear.
“In other words,” Mr. Flurry wrote, “he believes
America by itself should not prevent another nation
from getting nuclear bombs—a signal to the world that
America the superpower is dead! That means America
has no right to forcefully stop Iran’s nuclear program,
even though Iran is the number one terrorist-sponsoring
nation in the world by far!” (How President Obama’s Cairo
Speech Will Shake the Nations, August 2009).
Not only did the Obama administration do nothing
to stop Iran from attaining nuclear weapons, it actually
drafted a deal to legitimize its path to nuclear power
and provided massive, immediate financial incentives
that probably saved Iranian radicals from losing power.
The Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action nuclear deal
was implemented on Jan. 16, 2016, a year before Obama
left office.
This history is important because it shows two
main strategies of Obama’s Middle East policy: First,
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strengthen popular Islamist movements at the expense
of anti-Islamist strongman autocratic rulers. Second,
empower the radical regime of Iran.
In biblical prophecy terms, Barack Obama’s policy
was to strengthen radical Islam, led by Iran—the king
of the south!

Empowering the King

At the time, the Jewish state was deeply concerned
by Obama’s Cairo speech. The president’s favorability
among Israelis plunged to an abysmal 4 percent. It was
clear to Israelis that a policy of empowering Iran and
other Islamist movements directly threatened Israel,
enemy No. 1 for Muslim extremists.
For four decades, successive U.S. administrations
had made support for Israel the cornerstone of the
nation’s Middle East policy. This reflected the will of the
American people, who share the values of democracy
and Judeo-Christian beliefs with Israelis. It also made
sense strategically. Supporting Israel provided what has
been likened to a large aircraft carrier at the center of
the world’s discontent.
This advantage grew even more invaluable after the
1979 Islamic Revolution in Iran, when the U.S. allowed
the nation’s shah to be deposed and replaced by
ayatollahs who regularly preach “Death to America” and
“Death to Israel.” American policy also created alliances
with Arab leaders who restrained radical Islam within
their populations. This contained the fight within the
Middle East and mostly away from America and its allies.
Barack Obama reversed all these policy advancements. Why?
Michael Oren, Israel’s ambassador to the U.S. during
Obama’s first term, writes in his book Ally, “More than
policy … Barack Obama was about ideology, and a world
view often at variance with Israel’s” (emphasis added).
Obama publicly said America would have it both
ways: It would use Israel as a security ally, but it would
hold it at arm’s distance diplomatically and embrace
its Islamist rivals. But the truth was clear: Obama was
breaking the alliance with Israel.
“Unlike in the West, where security is measured in
tanks, jets and guns, security in this part of the world is
largely a product of impressions,” Oren writes. “A friend
who stands by his friends on some issues but not on
others is, in Middle Eastern eyes, not really a friend” (ibid).
Because of his worldview and ideology, Obama
favored populist Islamist uprisings over autocratic
allies, took America away from standing shoulder-toshoulder with Israel and signaled to the world that
Iran could pursue nuclear weapons. All three of these
massive shifts in America’s Middle East policy came
within the first six months of his first term.
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Over the next 7½ years, Arab autocrats weakened as
popular Islamist uprisings surged. Israel was targeted
and maligned, and the Iranian regime was strengthened
and emboldened. In terms of Bible prophecy, Obama
was empowering the king of the south to push harder
and harder.

Restraining the King

Judging by the fruits, Obama’s Middle East policy
severely weakened Israel’s position and strengthened
Islamist powers led by Iran.
But something happened at the end of 2016 that
unexpectedly and abruptly stopped this trend: the
election of Donald J. Trump. Most importantly for
Obama’s ideological goals for the Middle East, President
Trump’s main campaign promise regarding foreign
policy was to end the “dreadful Iran nuclear deal.”
That deal with Iran and several other nations
was the main mechanism Obama was using to break
America away from its traditional allies and to enrich
Iran through international recognition, access to
open markets, and outright massive cash payments.
Meanwhile, Iran was not bound to stop developing
ballistic missile technology, which could carry a
warhead as far as Europe. (To learn why Obama would
empower Iran in this way, read “The Barack Obama
Mystery” at watchJerusalem.co.il/1005.)
However, even with the fawning support of the
mainstream media, the nuclear deal was deeply
unpopular with those in the Middle East, and even
Americans. People asked, Why are we giving Iran a bunch
of money for just waiting longer to build nuclear bombs?
Why are we suddenly negotiating with terrorists, let alone
the world’s biggest state sponsor of terrorism? Why are we
abandoning Israel, one of our closest allies in the world?
Those ordinary Americans, whom the pro-Obama
media couldn’t convince, came out and voted for Donald
Trump—by the tens of millions.
President Trump delivered a foreign policy opposite
of Obama’s. Where Obama strengthened Iran, Trump
sanctioned it. Where Obama provided Middle Eastern
nations with motivation (fear) to support Iran, Trump
supplied incentives to sign peace deals with Israel.
Where Obama allowed American servicemen to be
humiliated, deployed to bases they shared with Iranian
troops, and targeted, Trump ordered the killing of the
leader of their international terrorist programs. Where
Obama sidelined autocrats in favor of the Muslim
Brotherhood, Trump strengthened them, including
Egypt’s President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi and the Gulf
monarchies. Where Obama pushed Israel away, Trump
was the most pro-Israel president in U.S. history,
recognizing the Golan Heights, declaring that Israeli

construction in the West Bank was not against international law, and moving the U.S. Embassy to Jerusalem.
In terms of Bible prophecy, the four years of the
Trump administration were a restraining of the king of
the south—temporarily.

All Obama’s Men

For the international community, a lot was riding on
the 2020 American election. In the Middle East, there
was little doubt how high the stakes were. If President
Trump lost, America would revert to Barack Obama’s
destructive policies. If he won, there would be hope for
containing and perhaps even replacing Iran’s radical
Islamist terrorist-sponsoring regime.
This is what President Trump desired, and even
why he reached out for back-channel talks with Iran
at the United Nations General Assembly in September
2019. However, Iran rebuffed the talks. It turned out
that Iran’s foreign minister was already conducting
clandestine talks with other Americans.
The Washington Times reported on February 21 that
officials from the former Obama administration, such
as former Secretary of State John Kerry and Obama’s
chief Iran deal negotiator Robert Malley, were in regular
talks with the Iranians while President Trump was in
office and while they held no official authority to deal
with foreign governments. Their message was: Hold out.
Don’t negotiate with Trump. We will make your life easier
when we return to power.
“What I’d like to see with Iran, I’d like to see them
call me,” President Trump told reporters on May 9,
2019. “You know, John Kerry speaks to them a lot. John
Kerry tells them not to call. [He] has many meetings
and many phone calls, and he’s telling them what to do.”
Obama was doing nothing less than running a shadow
government. His men were conducting a clandestine
foreign policy with Iran—actively colluding with the
enemy of the United States—in order to undermine
the president.
Well, return to power they did. Mr. Kerry is now in
President Biden’s cabinet, as is Malley, who has returned
to his post as chief envoy to Iran. His return clearly
signals that Iran can expect another favorable deal in
the near future. As Jonathan Tobin wrote on January 22,
Malley is “Iran’s ideal candidate for the position for
American envoy.” The same day, Republican Sen. Tom
Cotton deplored the choice of Malley, tweeting, “Malley
has a long track record of sympathy for the Iranian
regime & animus towards Israel. The ayatollahs wouldn’t
believe their luck if he is selected.” Lucky for Iran, Malley
was selected. And Iran’s forthcoming rigged presidential
election in June will likely provide a “moderate” leader
with whom a new Iran deal can be negotiated.

A n d O ba m a’s m e n a re goi n g r i g ht to wo rk
empowering Iran and attacking Iran’s chief Arab
adversary, Saudi Arabia.

Watch Out, Saudi Arabia

In his final year in office, President Obama outraged the
Saudis by calling on them to “share the neighborhood”
with Iran. Such smooth-sounding words were typical
from Mr. Obama. But he had just dropped more than
$100 billion in the lap of their chief enemy across the
Arabian Gulf.
Now that Team Obama is back, they are using
American power more forcefully against Saudi Arabia.
During his campaign, Joe Biden spoke of the need to
make the Saudi kingdom “pay the price” for human rights
abuses and “make them in fact the pariah that they are.” In
his first week in office, he reversed the designation of the
Iran-backed Houthis as a terrorist group and announced
that the U.S. was ending its support for the Saudi-led
campaign against the Houthis. His administration
annulled weapons deals the U.S. had signed with Saudi
Arabia and enabled Iran to export weapons to the Houthis
by ending United Nations snapback sanctions.
The Biden administration has also gone after Saudi
Arabia Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman. His
father appointed him in 2017, replacing Mohammed
bin Nayef, who had a strong relationship with Obama’s
Central Intelligence Agency. But Salman is firmer
against Iran and has aligned Saudi Arabia with Israel
by assenting to Israel’s peace deals with the United Arab
Emirates and Bahrain. Now the Biden administration is
trying to take him out by claiming that he “approved an
operation in Istanbul, Turkey, to capture or kill Saudi
journalist Jamal Khashoggi.”
“By damaging [the crown prince] in this way, the
Biden administration has empowered his Muslim
Brotherhood enemies who want to bring him down and
return Saudi Arabia to an even more repressive ethos—
as well as enmity against the West. What perversity
is this?” wrote Melanie Phillips on March 1. “America
will again shockingly become what it became under
President Obama—anti-anti-Islamist. Which, whether
the Biden administration wants this to happen or not,
will put it on the side of the Islamic fanatics, whether
the Sunni Muslim Brothers or the Shia ‘Twelvers’ who
are all at war with the West.”
In terms of Bible prophecy, Biden is using American
power to remove all opposition that threatens the
supremacy of the king of the south. That includes Saudi
Arabia, but it will also include Israel.

Watch Out, Israel

From the moment he took office, Mr. Biden made it
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clear Donald Trump’s policy of strengthening ties with
the Jewish State was dead. Breaking with long-standing
presidential precedent over the past 50 years, Biden
refused to even call Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu for four weeks. When he began filling his
cabinet, he filled it with Obama-era operatives and
activists who have stridently opposed Israel.
Israeli commentator Caroline Glick wrote that the
Biden administration “is shaping up to be the most hostile
U.S. administration ever.” Glick made these comments on
January 29, after the Biden administration announced
that Maher Bitar was appointed to serve as the senior
director for Intelligence at the National Security Council.
Bitar is a Palestinian American whose history of activism
against the State of Israel is well known.
As Glick related, Bitar “was a former leader of the
anti-Semitic, Muslim Brotherhood-aligned Students
for Justice in Palestine.” In that role, he organized
campaigns to delegitimize Israel and once chaired
a conference where “participants discussed how to
indoctrinate Christians to believe that Israel has no
right to exist.”
Crucially, Bitar made his splash into politics when
he filled a role inside the Obama administration as
the Israel-Palestinian officer on the National Security
Council. He was also a deputy to Samantha Power,
Obama’s United Nations ambassador who presided over
Obama’s parting shot at the State of Israel, refusing to
veto a powerful anti-Israel resolution at the UN Security
Council a month before Obama left office.
And now Bitar holds one of the most powerful
positions in the American intelligence community,
despite his complete lack of history in the intelligence
field. He will ostensibly decide which intelligence is
shared with the president. And as Biden’s gatekeeper, he
will also determine priorities for intelligence operations
and collections. As a former National Security Council
member told Glick, Bitar will “control the information
everyone sees. And by controlling the information, he
controls the conversation.”
Normally, this role is reserved for intelligence
officials with a history of dealing with highly sensitive
information. Now it has gone to a political activist
whose main claim to fame is delegitimatizing Israel.
But Bitar is not the only worrying choice for Israel.
On March 17, the National received a draft policy
paper regarding Palestinian affairs of the Biden State
Department, written by Deputy Assistant Secretary
of State for Israeli-Palestinian Affairs Hady Amr. Amr
has a long-standing history of pro-Islamist positions.
A year after the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks, Amr
wrote, “I was inspired by the Palestinian intifada.” In
2002, he accused the Sharon government of “ethnic
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cleansing.” From 2006 to 2010, he was the founding
director of the Doha center of the Brookings Institution,
which is funded in part by the Qatar government, the
main patron of the Islamist Muslim Brotherhood and
Hamas. After Brookings he worked in Obama’s State
Department under Israeli-Palestinian peace negotiator
Martin Indyk. During the Trump administration, he
took to media, advocating for Hamas to be included in
the peace process.
And now, Amr is Biden’s point man for IsraeliPalestinian affairs. Given the upcoming Palestinian
elections slated for May 22, this is the chance for Hamas
to take over the Palestinian Authority. Realistically,
that means Israel may soon be pressured by the Biden
administration to negotiate peace across the table from
not only Fatah but also the extreme, Iran-aligned Hamas
terrorist organization.
The Biden administration has also started to
delegitimize Israel’s self-defense from Iranian actions.
On March 11, U.S. intelligence agencies purposefully
leaked bombshell information to the Wall Street
Journal stating that since 2019, Israel has targeted at
least a dozen Iranian vessels bound for Syria. The story
came two weeks after Israel blamed Iran for attacking
an Israeli-owned vessel in the Gulf of Oman and a day
before Iran claimed Israel attacked another of its vessels
in the eastern Mediterranean. The story was perfectly
timed to provide context and excuses for Iran’s attacks
on Israeli shipping.
This article may look harmless on the surface. It is
simply reporting facts. However, the fact that it was
a leak from Biden’s weaponized intelligence agencies
shows it is part of the narrative war against Israel. The
intent of this leak was to equate Israel’s actions with
Iran’s. The Biden administration wants to create the
illusion that although Iran might be a state sponsor of
terrorism, it is not unique in its attacks against other
nations; in fact, Israel is acting the same way. The Biden
administration claims that Iran is forced to behave the
way it does because of the offensive actions of Israel and
Saudi Arabia. Is it fair, then, for the U.S. to sanction Iran
while it gives Israel and Saudi Arabia a free pass? This
leak about Israeli attacks on Iranian ships is but the
opening scene where America justifies empowering Iran
at the expense even of its main ally, the State of Israel.

Who Will Stop Iran?

Until President Obama, America sought to contain Iran’s
conquest of the region. With America switching sides,
former U.S. allies aren’t left with many options: Try to
placate the Americans and hope to survive the next four
years, or band together and reach out for help elsewhere.
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New Dead
Sea Scroll
Discovered
in ‘Cave of
Horror’
Trove of discoveries found
during a survey of Judean
Desert caves, including the
first biblical scroll of its
kind discovered in 60 years
By Christopher Eames

Emil Aladjem | Israel Antiquities Authority, Shai Halevi | Israel Antiquities Authority

E

ver since the dramatic and revolutionary
discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls more than
70 years ago, archaeologists have been in a race
against time (and antiquities robbers) to scour the caves
surrounding the Judean Desert for similar ancient
parchments.
In 2017, the Israel Antiquities Authority led a special
national initiative to survey and excavate the desert
caves and ravines. On February 16, that effort yielded
its first incredible results. Within a cave located on the
edge of a sheer cliff, archaeologists uncovered a trove of
treasures, including some 80 fragments of a Bible scroll
containing preserved verses from the books of Nahum
and Zechariah.

Cave of Horror and Prophets

Officially labeled “Cave 8” but also known as “the Cave of
Horror,” the site of the discovery is located in the Judean
Desert on the southwestern edge of the Dead Sea. To

access the cave for excavation, archaeologists had to
rappel 80 meters down from the cliff top.
The cave had already been identified and scouted
as early as the 1950s and ’60s by Prof. Yigael Yadin and
Prof. Yohanan Aharoni (and by curious Negev Bedouins).
Remains found within the cave revealed that around the
time of the failed Bar Kochba Revolt in c.e. 135, some
40 daring Jews—men, women and children—had
taken refuge there. Roman soldiers encamped on the
cliff top directly above, trapping the occupants inside.
Rather than surrender, the Jewish refugees stayed put,
apparently succumbing to thirst and dying within the
cave. The discovery of their skeletons resulted in the
nickname “Cave of Horror.”
In the six-plus decades since Yadin and Aharoni’s
efforts, archaeologists have developed new and
improved methods, and it turns out that there was
more to be found in the Cave of Horror. While the
dry, arid and sheltered conditions are perfect for
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The rappelling required to enter the
caves gives an idea of how desperate
the refugees must have been to flee
to such a dangerous spot for safety.
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not love perjury, because all those are things that I
hate—declares the Lord” (Zechariah 8:16-17).
And the passage from Nahum: “The mountains quake
because of Him, and the hills melt. The earth heaves
before Him, the world and all that dwell therein. Who
can stand before His wrath? Who can resist His fury?
His anger pours out like fire, and rocks are shattered
because of Him” (Nahum 1:5-6)
The Nahum passage is especially fitting given the
location of the discoveries—as well as the frightening
period in which the cave was used as a refuge.

Other Discoveries

In addition to the Zechariah and Nahum scroll
fragments were a series of other finds in the cave. One
was the mummified body of a child between 6 and 12
years old, buried in a pit beneath two flat stones near
the cave’s entrance. Tucked into a fetal position, the
child’s body and head had been wrapped with cloth, its
feet sticking out the bottom. It clutched another piece of
cloth and was buried as if it were merely sleeping. The
mummy was carbon-dated to roughly 6,000 years old.
The Cave of Horror is not the only cave in which the
Antiquities Authority has made significant discoveries.
Another notable find for the survey team came from the
Murabba’at Caves in the Nahal Darga reserve. It is the
oldest known basket ever discovered, carbon-dated to

Ofer Sion | Israel Antiquities Authority, Yaniv Berman | Israel Antiquities Authority Highlight Films, courtesy Israel Antiquities Authority

the preservation of antiquities, the darkened and
dusty environment makes the nearly 2,000-year-old
a rt i f ac t s b l e n d i nto th e du s t . But th e tea m’s
archaeobotanist spotted tiny letters inked on a clump
of little fragments that turned out to be pieces of a
scroll.
Roughly 80 dry-sifted fragments were hoisted out of
the cave to be cleaned and examined at the laboratory.
They were identified as a Greek copy of the 12 minor
prophets (the last part of the Bible’s Prophets section,
from Hosea to Malachi). These fragments join nine
other larger tracts of the Greek manuscript discovered
in the cave by Aharoni in the 1950s.
This discovery marks the first time a Dead Sea Scroll
has been officially discovered in 60 years.
So far, the Dead Sea Scrolls unit of the Israel
Antiquities Authority (led by Oren Ableman, Beatriz
Riestra and Tanya Bitler) has reconstructed 11 lines of
the 1,900-year-old text. We now know that it was written
by the hand of two scribes. The text was notable in that
while it was Greek, the names of God were written in
the original Hebrew language used during the First
Temple Period.
The passage from Zechariah is as follows: “These
are the things you are to do: Speak the truth to one
another, render true and perfect justice in your gates.
And do not contrive evil against one another, and do

IAA archaeologists Haim Cohen
(left) and Dr. Naama Sukenik
hold the world’s oldest basket,
found in the Muraba’at Cave.

The moment the scroll is discovered.

the Neolithic period. The large woven storage basket, of
roughly 100-liter capacity, was immaculately preserved.
Other cave discoveries revealed to the press at the
same time include rare Bar Kochba coins, a mat, jars,
arrowheads, spearheads, a sandal, lice combs and
fabric—items belonging to the Jews seeking shelter
during the revolt 1,900 years ago.
In the four years since the initiative began, more
than 80 kilometers of desert caves have been surveyed
by the Antiquities Authority. Roughly 25 percent of
the Judean Desert is left to be surveyed by the team,
including about 20 caves. There are bound to be more
exciting discoveries to come.
Dr. Joe Uziel, who leads the Authority’s Dead Sea
Scrolls unit, said, “If we had gotten to the Cave of the
Horror two weeks later, we would have seen the scroll
fragments selling online. The basket would have been
on the market—or destroyed entirely.”
Uziel recognizes the serious threat posed by
antiquities robbers, who illegally loot caves and sell
even the smallest of scroll fragments for high prices.
Demand among collectors is so high that there is also
a significant problem with fakes emerging on the
antiquities market. Last year, it was revealed that every
single Dead Sea Scroll fragment in the collection of the
newly opened Washington, D.C., Museum of the Bible
was a counterfeit.

For decades, archaeologists have struggled to
stay ahead of the looters. But the Israel Antiquities
Authority survey initiative appears to be succeeding. It
incorporates the use of drones and other technology to
determine which of roughly 500 caves have the most
potential for yielding artifacts, and it has also brought
in youths and members of Israel’s pre-military in more
accessible areas to educate and connect the younger
Israeli generation with its heritage.
“This is a historic discovery, on an international
level at this time,” Raz Frohlich, director general of the
Ministry of Sports and Culture, said at the unveiling
of the discoveries in mid-March. “Alongside progress
and technology, we are reminded of the rich historical
heritage of the Jewish people. The importance of this
event took an additional turn … when dozens of youth
took part in the excavations and were given the chance
to meet with the Jewish ethos, which lives on from the
days of the Bible, face to face.”
Israel Hasson, director of the Antiquities Authority,
summarized his team’s efforts this way: “The desert
team showed exceptional courage, dedication and
devotion to purpose, rappelling down to caves
located between heaven and earth, digging and sifting
through them, enduring thick and suffocating dust,
and returning with gifts of immeasurable worth for
mankind.”
n
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Hershel Shanks wades
through the thigh-high
water of Hezekiah’s Tunnel.

BIBLICAL
ARCHAEOLOGY
LOSES A FAITHFUL
WARRIOR
In appreciation of the great
Hershel Shanks
By Watch Jerusalem Staff

F
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Zev Radovan

or five decades, Biblical Archaeology Review
has dominated mainstream discourse related to
archaeological discoveries in the Holy Land and
across the Middle East. For 42 years, the world’s bestselling biblical archaeology magazine was helmed by
Hershel Shanks, its founder and editor and a towering
figure in the field of biblical archaeology.
Mr. Shanks died on February 5 at 90 years old. Right
up until his retirement in 2017, bar reflected Shanks’s
deep passion to connect the Bible with archaeology
and to share biblical archaeology with the common
man. Mr. Shanks’s lifelong effort to popularize biblical
archaeology, and especially his unwavering support for
scientists and scholars bold enough to use the Bible,
deserves recognition and praise.
In the very first issue in 1975, Shanks wrote, “The aim
of the Biblical Archaeology Review is to make available
in understandable language the current insights of
professional archaeology as they relate to the Bible”
(emphasis added throughout).
Shanks recognized the anti-Bible bias that pervades
modern scholarship and actively worked to counteract
it. “In the highest, most sophisticated levels of
professional biblical archaeology, there is a certain
prejudice against the Bible,” wrote Shanks in the
July-August 2011 issue.
Yet by exposing and working against this bias,
Shanks bravely stepped into a minefield fraught with
danger for both him and any archaeologist who dared
connect their discoveries to the Bible.
In spite of these threats, Shanks courageously
defended the role of the Bible in archaeological excavation

and defended any brave warrior who dared take this same
approach. One such archaeologist is Dr. Eilat Mazar.
Hershel Shanks defended Dr. Mazar and her use of
the Bible in archaeological excavation on numerous
occasions. In the March-April 2008 issue, he wrote an
article titled “First Person: In Defense of Eilat Mazar.”
“No one would question her professional competence
as an archaeologist,” he wrote. “Her chief sin, however,
is that she is interested in what archaeology can tell
us about the Bible. But that is not the worst of it. She
is willing to make suggestions that are plausible, even
likely, but are nonetheless not 100 percent certain. (Few
archaeological conclusions are.)”
Although Shanks recognized the Bible as a valuable
tool in practicing archaeology, Biblical Archaeology
Review wasn’t created to push a pro-Bible stance.
Shanks valued science as much as the Bible, but unlike
many scientists, he embraced the symbiotic nature of
science and the Bible. In bar, Shanks created an open
forum where archaeologists could discuss and debate
the merits of the Bible as a tool in archaeology.
The magazine’s chief objective was to bring biblical
archaeology into the homes of everyday families.
Mr. Shanks worked tirelessly to simplify the scholarly
writing that often obscures important discoveries. One
of the great advantages of bar is that almost anyone can
read the magazine and understand and enjoy it. Shanks
recognized there is widespread interest in the Bible and
artifacts that relate to the Bible, and he wanted people
to have access to it.
In 2018, when Dr. Mazar discovered the seal of the
Prophet Isaiah in Jerusalem, she once again turned
to Hershel Shanks and bar to help her share the
astonishing discovery with the world. Although Dr.
Mazar had written many articles for the magazine, this
one was different. It was a powerful and touching piece
in which Mazar drew comparisons between Hershel
Shanks and the Prophet Isaiah.
“As is the case with the bulla of Isaiah, Hershel’s
identification is not a simple one, for he is not just an
archaeological investigator, a historian, or a scholar,
nor is he merely a reporter or an editor, but he is, in
fact, a unique mixture of them all,” wrote Dr. Mazar.
“Like the Prophet Isaiah, Hershel is very caring and
enthusiastic about current events pertaining to Israel
and the greater Near East; in this case, those relating to
excavations, discoveries and studies of biblical archaeology. He can analyze these events from a position of
a skilled ‘hunter,’ offering scholars the platform of bar
for introducing their work to the general public in clear
language and a colorful presentation. Creating this valuable link between scholars and the public in the sphere
of biblical archaeology was his ‘prophetic’ vision.” n
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Already, there are reports that Saudi Arabia, the
United Arab Emirates, Bahrain and Israel are building
on Trump’s Abraham Accords and discussing closer
military ties. According to the Jerusalem Post, a
well-connected source in Abu Dhabi confirmed that
Israel, the U.A.E. and Bahrain are ready to build an
alliance, and Saudi Arabia is still considering the
move. Such an alliance is likely, considering America is
enabling the rise of the king of the south.
However, the Bible states that a regional alliance
will not be enough to stop the king of the south. Instead,
the prophecy of Daniel 11, combined with one found in
Psalm 83, shows that it is a German-led Europe, known
as the king of the north, that will join forces with the
anti-Iran alliance.
Read Daniel 11:40 again: “And at the time of the end
shall the king of the south [radical Islam led by Iran]
push at him; and the king of the north [German-led
Europe] shall come against him like a whirlwind, with
chariots, and with horsemen, and with many ships; and
he shall enter into the countries, and shall overflow, as
he passes through.”
Knowing who the king of the north and the king of
the south are in this passage makes the United States’
current policy of empowering Iran at the expense of its
former allies supremely significant prophetically.
The Biden administration assures us that the
Middle East will not be the focus of its foreign policy.
As one informal adviser told Politico on February 22,
“They are just being extremely purposeful to not get
dragged into the Middle East.” True, the U.S. might
not be dragged into it, but it is providing Iran the
ammunition it needs to light not just the Middle East,
but the world on fire.
In terms of Daniel 11, Barack Obama’s foreign
policy is empowering Iran to make the prophesied
push against Europe. Prophecy shows that when that
happens, there will be a blitzkrieg response from
Europe to put down this radical Islamist power.
However, more importantly, that push from Iran
against Europe is one of the main signs that this world
is on a countdown to the coming of the Messiah.
The world is on the cusp of Daniel 11:40 being
fulfilled.
Watch for the United States to continue to empower
Iran. Watch for deserted U.S. allies to form a partnership
and look for help from Europe. And watch for Europe to
become more resolute against Iran’s provocative moves.
These trends directly precede the fulfillment of Daniel
11:40. And know that once Daniel 11:40 is fulfilled, then
this world is on a countdown to the most momentous
event in future history. It all starts with a push!
n
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I just finished reading
the recent issue of your
magazine. What a superb
resource for gaining
understanding! Thank you
for the bold, prophetic
analysis.
Todd Wallenius

denmark

I really enjoy listening to the
Watch Jerusalem podcasts
and reading the material on the
Watch Jerusalem website. The
material provided has helped me
know about David’s palace, the
tombs of the kings, Nehemiah’s
wall, the Jeroboam bulla and
the latest discovery of the royal
purple fabric. Thank you for the
high level of detail you provide
on archaeology and explaining
how the Bible plays a very
important part in archaeological
discoveries.
Darius Richardson

united kingdom

It will take a long time and a lot
of blood to fix what the new administration is destroying (“Biden
Is Undermining the Abraham
Accords,” watchJerusalem
.co.il/1192).
Avi Levi

kiryat tivon, israel

I read the article (“Tony Stein,
Modern Jewish ‘Mighty Man of
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.co.il/1176) and tears were in my
eyes. Indeed a huge hero.
I salute you.
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A NEW LOOK AT
ANCIENT BOOKS
Many people think that
Joshua, Judges, Samuel and
Kings are simply historical
records. But these books,
known as the former
prophets, hold powerful,
prophetic and inspirational
messages for your life
today! To learn what God
has written for you in these
amazing books, request
The Former Prophets by
Gerald Flurry.
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